Understanding Alignment
a technical and practical workshop
focusing on understanding the
anatomy and basic level
biomechanics of alignment

What do we mean by Alignment?
• Alignment is the way in which the bones of
the arms and shoulders are arranged to give
a strong loading through the bones
minimising the muscle activity needed to
hold the bow weight.
• An archer should feel like they are “inside
the bow” rather than holding it from the
outside.

Why is alignment important?
• Understanding and achieving
proper alignment in archery is
important to good shooting
technique.
• Good alignment will help
execution - and can minimise the
detrimental effects of poor
execution.
• When an archer has achieved
proper alignment they will be
using more bone strength than
muscle strength. This will give
much more stability when in the
full draw position.

What does it look like?
• One of the best ways to
see proper alignment is
from overhead - you can
see the difference
between poor (left) and
good alignment (right)
• With good alignment, the
force of the bow goes
directly from the grip, up
the arm, then through the
front and rear shoulders.
When this is achieved, the
line of the elbow is also
typically behind the arrow
creating a triangle.

What does it look like?
• It is important to note that good alignment is
from the grip to the rear shoulder where the bow
force is held using bow strength. The front
scapula should appear within this line for the
strongest alignment but with most people it is in
line rather than within. Rotating the ribcage away
from the string helps to improve this position.

If the angle reaches 180 degrees
at full draw there is no room for
expansion and clicker control;
shoulder blades should not touch fully

What does it look like?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Straight body line to
the target
Natural back position /
flat back, sternum low
Front shoulder low and
firm, pressure towards
target
Bow arm rotated and
pressure in bow hand
on saddle of thumb
Elbow behind draw
hand and in line with
bow hand
Back scapula fully
engaged, front scapula
forwards – back
scapula seen from the
front

•

Movement is rotated
around the
sternoclavicular joint
– the body only moves
around this point at
the moment of
release

A single shot sequence: this archer has winging
scapulae but uses rotation to achieve alignment.

How is good alignment achieved?
• The following elements help to
achieve good alignment and to
maintain good string clearance on
the chest and face.
– elbow rotation
– proper chest and shoulder positioning
– a centred head position

• Archers often try to get the elbow
behind the arrow by moving the
anchor back along the side of the
face, moving their head back from
the target, or their front shoulder
forwards. All these create
problems.

Correct elbow
rotation away from
the string and the
correct bow hand
position on the grip
set the front arm and
shoulder up to
support strong bone
alignment.
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Examples – postural barriers to good
alignment
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Most postural barriers come from the incorrect
setting of the back – from the hips upwards the
back should have its natural curve but not be
allowed to arch. This arch can set the scapulae
into a position where their movement is
restricted(2&3) Where the arch is well
developed and more established (3) the shoulder
blades can be set behind the hips which makes
scapula rotation difficult and alignment and
back pressure hard to achieve.
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A forwards inclination
towards the target is
often seen with a high
elbow where there is
only partial scapula
rotation and this again
can restrict alignment
and back pressure,
giving a “lurch” effect
on release. (4)

High front shoulder
The high bow shoulder restricts the ability
to move into alignment. This unnatural
position, often seen in archers struggling
with poundage
or with weak technique, or seen in those
who started shooting many years ago, is a
prime cause of archery related injuries
through impingement,
shown in the
diagram

This would take a lot of retraining and for
many may never result in good alignment –
but it will improve their form and reduce
risk of injury.

Trainable elements
•
•
•
•
•

Posture / back angle
Elbow rotation
Ribcage rotation
Front shoulder set low
Back scapula rotation

Core strength
Bow hand position
String clearance
Firm pressure to
target
• Full engagement of
•
•
•
•

– Traps (upper, mid and
lower)
– Rhomboids
– Lats (latissimus dorsi)

Training the body
• Core strengthening

• Essential to support the shot

• Rotational flexibility

• To move the trunk into
alignment improving string
clearance

– Isometrics, planks, v-sit,

– Oblique pull downs, twist
motion – above hips keeping
pelvis stable

• Front shoulder strength

• To manage bow weight
efficiently and enable the
shoulder to remain low

– Pull down cable or resistance
band
– Push ups
Recommended apps for iPad and tablets – M B
– Bow drills
anatomy for understanding the structure of
the body and iMuscle for details of specific
exercises for each muscle ad group, as well
as anatomical knowledge.

What about…
• Compounds
– More common to see an
open stance

– Front alignment is critical
but easier to achieve due
to use of release aids
– Rear alignment not as
critical but front shoulder
stability is more so

Where the shoulders are not aligned
with the target across the back, there
is often a rotation on release pulling
the hand and arm backwards but
outwards. If the hips, shoulders and
hands are not aligned in the same
plane then there is tension in the
body which can result in a forced
release – difficult if using a back
tension release aid.

What about…
• Barebow
– Higher facial anchor point
– Back scapula is lifted so
restricts full rotation
– More difficult to engage
rhomboids and lower
trapezius
– Can result in a shorter
follow through
– Focus is still on alignment
at both front and back to
give a clean release and
hold draw length

Musculature of the upper body
This diagram shows the
superficial (uppermost) level
of muscles that are important
to archery.
The muscles shown on the
front of the body (left) are
engaged in raising and
rotating the arm and
sustaining any lift of the arm
and scapula. The muscles
shown on the right are at the
back of the body, and are
explored in different layers in
the diagrams below. The
rotator cuff is responsible for
movement around the
shoulder blade and also in
ensuring the stability of the
shoulder joint.

Layers of superficial and deep muscles

The three diagrams here show the muscles in
different layers, building up from the skeletal
structure to show both the deep and superficia
muscles. Deep muscles tend to be smaller and
have specific roles in movement, especially
smaller more finely controlled movement, with
superficial muscles creating larger initial
movements and providing support and stability
across joints and movement of bones

Joints

The joints of the shoulder
and elbow are two of the
most important areas to
ensure are used correctly –
both for good form /
alignment and also
avoidance of injury.

These show the most
important deep layer
muscles of the upper
body used in the
shot sequence.
Archers often use the
term “rotator cuff”
when describing an
injury but this is a
complex area andis
not just one muscle –
all have to be loaded
and used correctly
with the bones in the
strongest position to
take the load of the
bow weight –
irrespective of your
bow style!

